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Dirty Rotten Scoundrel 2018
can ghosts really talk j j graves is about to find out when her past comes back to haunt her but before she and jack can resolve her past they need to deal with his six years ago jack was left for dead
during a swat raid he commanded he never speaks of what happened that day but he doesn t have a choice after someone starts murdering his men according to the fbi jack is either next on the list or
he s the one behind it all

Dirty Rotten Scoundrel 2013-11-05
can ghosts really talk j j graves is about to find out when her past comes back to haunt her but before she and jack can resolve her past they need to deal with his six years ago jack was left for dead
during a swat raid he commanded he never speaks of what happened that day but he doesn t have a choice after someone starts murdering his men according to the fbi jack is either next on the list or
he s the one behind it all

The J.J. Graves Mysteries Box Set 1 2014-07-11
books 1 3 of the j j graves mystery series by new york times bestselling author liliana hart available as a box set for the very first time dirty little secrets j j graves has seen a lot of dead bodies in her
line of work she s not only in the mortuary business but she s also the coroner for king george county virginia when a grisly murder is discovered in the small town of bloody mary it s up to j j and her
best friend detective jack lawson to bring the victim justice the murders are piling up when a popular mystery writer shows up on j j s doorstep with plans of writing his new book about the bloody mary
serial killer j j has to decide if he might be going above and beyond the call of duty to create the spine tinglers he s so well known for passions are rising j j and jack discover each victim had a shocking
secret and the very foundation of j j s life is in danger of crumbling when it turns out she s harboring secrets of her own secrets that make her a perfect target in a deadly game a dirty shame j j graves
is back in bloody mary but she s a long way from feeling at home between her physical scars from being the target of a murderer and the emotional scars left by her parents she doesn t know who she
can trust but death doesn t stop for anyone the first murder is grisly the second even more so and though things are shaky between them she and her best friend jack have no choice but to join forces
and find the killer because the life of someone they love dearly hangs in the balance dirty rotten scoundrel can ghosts really talk j j graves is about to find out when her past comes back to haunt her
but before she and jack can resolve her past they need to deal with his six years ago jack was left for dead during a swat raid he commanded he never speaks of what happened that day but he doesn t
have a choice after someone starts murdering his men according to the fbi jack is either next on the list or he s the one behind it all

The J.J. Graves Mysteries Box Set 2 2019-08-29
enjoy three full length novels in the new york times bestselling j j graves series

A Dirty Shame 2012-10-26
j j graves is back in bloody mary but she s a long way from feeling at home between her bodily scars from being the target of a murderer and the emotional scars left by her parents she doesn t know
who she can trust but death doesn t stop for anyone the first murder is grisly the second even more so and though things are shaky between them she and her best friend jack have no choice but to join
forces and find the killer because the life of someone they love dearly hangs in the balance
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Dirty Weekend 2024-02-27
in the latest mystery from new york times bestselling author liliana hart it s a full moon and friday the 13th which means things are about to get crazy in king george county virginia j j graves and her
husband sheriff jack lawson are ready to settle in and enjoy a regular weekend but they re in for a surprise when things don t go as planned from a supposed suicide to a shocking murder nothing is as
it seems but one thing is for sure bloody mary hasn t seen a weekend like this ever

Dirty Minds 2022-05-24
coroner j j graves and sheriff jack lawson are in a race against time as they search for a killer who s digging up bodies in the cemetery and replacing them with his own kills in the new novel in the new
york times bestselling series

Dirty Dozen 2021-12-07
in the twelfth installment of the j j graves mystery series from new york times bestselling author liliana hart winter has moved into bloody mary with a vengeance but so has a killer who s bringing a
modern flair in his imitation of jack the ripper it s up to j j and her husband sheriff jack lawson to hunt the hunter and bring justice to the victims

Dirty Martini 2021-05-11
the next installment of the new york times bestselling series by liliana hart j j graves and jack lawson have to solve an unusual crime a college student who was murdered in front of thousands of people
it seems like an open and shut case everyone saw the killer but there s more to this case than meets the eye and jack and j j wonder if they ve finally met a case they can t solve

Playing Dirty 2020-12-01
j j graves and her husband sheriff jack lawson are sworn to protect and serve but with a secret out in the open and the election all but lost j j and jack have to figure out how to work together while
their marriage is torn apart because death doesn t stop for anyone

Dirty Deeds 2015-07-09
jj and jack are finally on their honeymoon but a ritualistic murder and secrets that have been kept for more than half a century interrupt their wedded bliss

Down and Dirty 2014-12-02
wedding plans are in full swing in bloody mary virginia j j graves is ready to walk down the aisle and start a new life despite the fact her father is still on the loose blood money is stashed in her closet
and an unidentified body is missing from her parents bunker but it isn t her personal life that s threatening her chance to say i do it s the remains of a family of four that were killed in an ordinary
house fire but once jj and jack start investigating they find there s nothing ordinary about murder
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Dirty Devil 2020-05-12
in the latest thriller from new york times bestselling author liliana hart coroner j j graves and jack lawson investigate the murder of a victim who got exactly what he deserved but justice is blind and
they have to put their personal feelings aside to hunt a ruthless killer

Dirty Little Secrets 2012-12-04
j j graves has seen a lot of dead bodies in her line of work she s not only in the mortuary business but she s also the coroner for king george county virginia when a grisly murder is discovered in the
small town of bloody mary it s up to j j and her best friend detective jack lawson to bring the victim justice the murders are piling up the residents of bloody mary are dropping like flies and when a
popular mystery writer shows up on j j s doorstep with plans of writing his new book about the bloody mary serial killer j j has to decide if he might be going above and beyond the call of duty to create
the spine tinglers he s so well known for it only clouds the issue and puts her reputation on the line when the attraction between them spirals out of control and passions are rising j j and jack are in a
race against time they discover each victim had a shocking secret and the very foundation of j j s life is in danger of crumbling when it turns out she s harboring secrets of her own secrets that make
her the perfect victim in a deadly game

Dirty Money 2019-02-26
when the past meets the present king george county virginia has its share of crime but it s generally a good place to live and raise a family so when a string of unusual murders sweeps through the
county j j graves and her husband sheriff jack lawson are left scratching their heads but the victims have one thing in common malachi graves j j s father the world thinks he s dead but j j knows that s
just another one of his lies and it s only a matter of time before she starts to look like his accomplice it s time to bring malachi graves down once and for all

Dirty Laundry 2018-02-27
a new novel in the new york times bestselling series coroner jj graves and her husband sheriff jack lawson are back on the job when the body of an elderly woman is found in bloody mary rosalyn
mcgowen is everyone s favorite great grandmother she always has baked treats in her bag she smells of roses and she takes in stray cats no one knows who could hurt a sweet old lady but rosalyn isn t
exactly as she seems every thursday at noon rosalyn secretly posts the bloody mary tattler on social media and it has everyone in town both captivated and horrified when rosalyn s secret is discovered
along with her body it s not easy for jj to determine her death as a homicide but it s not long before they discover the list of suspects is endless and rosalyn didn t exactly take all of her secrets to the
grave

1001 Dark Nights: Bundle Nineteen 2019-03-04
from new york times and usa today bestselling authors heather graham cd reiss kristen proby liliana hart and introducing darcy burke five dark tales five sensual stories five page turners hallow be the
haunt a krewe of hunters novella by heather graham years ago jake mallory fell in love all over again with ashley donegal while he and the krewe were investigating a murder that replicated a horrible
civil war death at her family s donegal plantation now ashley and jake are back planning for their wedding which will take place the following month at donegal plantation her beautiful old antebellum
home but halloween is approaching and ashley is haunted by a ghost warning her of deaths about to come in the city of new orleans prince roman by cd reiss rules for my new job 1 do not have sex
with a man in the office again 2 do not break rule 1 i m playing it cool clean and professional until i meet roman bianchi he s not an insecure nerd or an ego hole like the other kings of silicon valley he
s charming and handsome he s fun funny and smart he s also in the office across the hall two broken rules waiting to happen no reservations a fusion novella by kristen proby chase mackenzie is not
the man for maura jenkins a self proclaimed life long bachelor and unapologetic about his distaste for monogamy chase has one strict rule no strings attached which is fine with maura because she
doesn t even really like chase he s arrogant cocky and let s not forget bossy but when he aims that crooked grin at her she goes weak in the knees not that she has any intentions of falling for his
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charms definitely not well maybe just once dawn of surrender a mackenzie family novella by liliana hart cole mackenzie is content to be the sheriff of surrender montana but he s needed for a greater
purpose the united states needs a u s marshal with a certain kind of experience to track the leader of the notorious silver creek bandits the leader is smart cunning and ruthless and he s also his
brother elizabeth mackenzie never dreamed she d marry cole mackenzie but thanks to her father s meddling cole was hers to have and to hold forever if only he loved her so good by darcy burke
cameron westcott has spent eight years recovering from heartbreak by keeping romantic entanglements casual and simple he s never minded being called a player but after two years immersing
himself in his new winery he might be ready for the next chapter especially when he meets a sexy wine distributor brooke ellis every dark nights tale is breathtakingly sexy and magically romantic

Dawn of Surrender: A MacKenzie Family Novella 2018-03-12
from new york times and usa today bestselling author liliana hart comes a new story in her mackenzie family series mackenzie vs mackenzie cole mackenzie is content to be the sheriff of surrender
montana but he s needed for a greater purpose the united states needs a u s marshal with a certain kind of experience to track the leader of the notorious silver creek bandits as they leave a trail of
bodies in their wake with every bank they rob the leader is smart cunning and ruthless and he s also his brother elizabeth mackenzie never dreamed she d marry cole mackenzie but thanks to her
father s meddling cole was hers to have and to hold forever she needed an equal not a man to rule her life and cole fit the bill every in every way if only he loved her one heart is broken and the other is
bent on revenge but love is a choice and it s one cole and elizabeth are determined to make every 1001 dark nights novella is a standalone story for new readers it s an introduction to an author s world
and for fans it s a bonus book in the author s series we hope you ll enjoy each one as much as we do

Return to Laurel Valley: A Novella 2024-05-28
bounty hunter lily crow never thought she d step foot in laurel valley again especially since there s a warrant out for her arrest but when her skip ends up in the peaceful resort town she has no choice
but to go after him to claim her reward even at the cost of running into the cop who would be happy to put her in handcuffs it only makes the situation more awkward that the cop in question is her
husband sheriff blaze o hara isn t surprised to see lily back in laurel valley they ve always been like moths to a flame but it s time for both of them to grow up and realize they work better together than
apart he ll help her catch the bad guy but it s the happily ever after he wants

Tribulation Pass 2023-11-10
duncan o hara is perfectly content to hide away in his mountain home laurel valley is his sanctuary and the art he creates is his heart he s set in his ways and has no plans to change until harriet jones
comes to town and messes up his well ordered life she s mysterious beautiful and he knows she s lying to him but that doesn t stop him from wanting to paint her hattie is looking for a sanctuary of her
own faking her death was the only way to save her life but keeping her true identity a secret from the only man who s managed to capture her heart is a bitter pill to swallow when her past catches up
with her

Redemption Road 2024-04-30
zoe green is a new woman she s got a new haircut freshly signed divorce papers and a new dog the peace and quiet of laurel valley is exactly what she s looking for to start fresh but peace and quiet is
the last thing she gets when she ends up with a concussion and on dr colt o hara s exam table colt thinks zoe is a disaster waiting to happen she s wound so tight the lump on her head is the least of her
worries but beneath the tough exterior is a woman who s experienced a lifetime of hurt her need of love and family is something he can give her if she can learn to trust again
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MacKenzie Family Bundle: 3 Stories by Liliana Hart 2017-03-28
captured in surrender bounty hunter naya blade never thought she d step foot in surrender montana again especially since there was a warrant out for her arrest but when her skip ends up in the
normally peaceful town she has no choice but to go after him to claim her reward even at the cost of running into the cop that makes her blood run hot and her sense of self preservation run cold
deputy lane greyson wants to see naya in handcuffs but he d much prefer them attached to his bed instead of in a cold jail cell she drove him crazy once before and then drove right out of town leaving
havoc in her wake he s determined to help her hunt down the bad guy so he can claim his own bounty her the promise of surrender mia russo spent ten years working undercover entrenched in the
dregs of society before handing in her shield opening her own pawn shop is a piece of cake in comparison all she needs is the bad attitude she developed on the streets and the shotgun under her
counter to keep law and order until the day zeke mcbride walks into her shop zeke knows mia has every right not to trust him he was the one who chose the next op instead of her and all he can hope is
that somewhere under the snarl and cynicism is a woman who can forgive because whether she trusts him or not they re going to have to work together to bring down the gang that s decided mia is
their next target sweet surrender it s been twelve years since liza carmichael stepped foot in surrender but after her great aunt s death she has no choice but to return and settle her estate which
includes the corner bakery that s been a staple in surrender for more than fifty years after twenty five years on the job lieutenant grant boone finds himself at loose ends now that he s retired he s
gotten a number of job offers one from mackenzie security but he s burned out and jaded and the last thing he wants to do is carry the burden of another badge and weapon he almost turns down the
invitation from his good friend cooper mackenzie to stay as their guest for a few weeks while he s deciding what to do with the rest of his life but he packs his bag and heads to surrender anyway the
only thing boone knows is that his future plans don t include liza carmichael she s bossy temperamental and the confections she bakes are sweet enough to tempt a saint thank god he s never
pretended to be one but after he gets one taste of liza and things start heating up in the kitchen he realizes how delicious new beginnings can be

Spies & Stilettos: A MacKenzie Family Novel, Book 18 2017-03-21
new york times bestselling author liliana hart returns to her bestselling mackenzie family with her trademark of passionate romantic suspense spine tingling mystery in spies stilettos elena nayal has
worked for mackenzie security for years quiet and unassuming she stays in the shadows of the world s most elite clandestine agency but she s trained relentlessly after hours and her only thought is to
be strong enough to track down and kill every last one of the men who brutally attacked her lieutenant brady scott is no stranger to special ops he commands the greatest seal team in the history of
america but fighting for the woman he loves turns out to be the most difficult mission he s ever been on he must decide whether to let her walk into a suicide mission on her own or ignore every rule he
s sworn to follow

1001 Dark Nights: Bundle Thirteen 2018-03-19
it s been twelve years since liza carmichael stepped foot in surrender but after her great aunt s death she has no choice but to return and settle her estate which includes the corner bakery that s been
a staple in surrender for more than fifty years after twenty five years on the job lieutenant grant boone finds himself at loose ends now that he s retired he s gotten a number of job offers one from
mackenzie security but he s burned out and jaded and the last thing he wants to do is carry the burden of another badge and weapon he almost turns down the invitation from his good friend cooper
mackenzie to stay as their guest for a few weeks while he s deciding what to do with the rest of his life but he packs his bag and heads to surrender anyway the only thing boone knows is that his future
plans don t include liza carmichael she s bossy temperamental and the confections she bakes are sweet enough to tempt a saint thank god he s never pretended to be one but after he gets one taste of
liza and things start heating up in the kitchen he realizes how delicious new beginnings can be

Sweet Surrender 2016-12-13
marnie whitlock has never known what it s like to be normal her ability to see the future and people s innermost thoughts makes her an outcast feared loathed even by her own parents and her father is
determined to beat the curse out of her her only chance for survival is to escape surrender beckett hamilton has loved marnie since they were kids but one horrible night destroyed any future he d
hoped for now marnie was back in surrender and picking up where they left off is the only thing on his mind he finds out quickly that some hearts take longer to heal and not everyone that s broken can
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be fixed but loving marnie isn t an option it s his destiny

Trouble Maker: A MacKenzie Family Novel 2016-02-16
from new york times bestselling author liliana hart comes an out of print book that has been revised and updated with added scenes and a new ending gritty deadly and peppered with unexpected
humor this supersexy adrenaline charged story will keep readers on edge and breathless until the last page library journal grace meredith and gabe brennan had the perfect life careers they loved as
cia operatives and a daughter they adored but when a sniper s bullet shatters the illusion and kills their daughter gabe and grace separate dealing with the grief their own ways gabe throws himself
into his work creating an elite team to hunt down his daughter s killer and grace grace becomes a mercenary for hire a ruthless killer who buries her own pain by taking out anyone who gets in the way
of her revenge it s only a matter of time before their paths cross and they find themselves on opposite sides of the line but with one common goal with its breakneck pacing and dizzying plot twists the
lies we tell will keep you on the edge of your seat until the last page it is filled with the perfect amount of drama angst action romance and suspense goodreads

The Lies We Tell 2023-07-08
for the first time in more than a decade comes an out of print book from new york times bestselling author liliana hart a heartbreaking roller coaster of a ride a tale of cat and mouse that leaves the
heart pounding and the senses reeling goodreads nathan locke has a very specific skill set which is why he s confused when dynamis security sends him on a mission to recruit an agent who doesn t
want to be found chasing her to hell and back doesn t sound like his idea of a good time or maybe alaska just seems like hell eden kane works for no one but herself not even when the most elite
security company in the world wants her she s racing against the clock to hunt down the man who taught her everything she knows her husband known as proteus in the terrorist world he s the man
she was deceived into loving the man who put a bullet in her chest and left her to die alone the search for proteus leads to a discovery eden and nathan weren t expecting and thousands of lives are at
stake but trust doesn t come easy especially when you ve been trained to lie as if your life depends on it

Song of Sparrows and Sorrow 2023-10-20
from new york times bestselling author liliana hart comes an out of print book that has been revised and updated with never before read scenes hart has taken world building to a glorious new level
rena drake is a great character booked and loaded since the banishment rena has become the drakan enforcer cleaning up the messes her dragon brethren make in order to keep their presence in the
human world hidden when a group of rogue drakan begins killing dragons who refuse to join the army of the destroyer the dragon they believe will become their true king rena has no choice but to
take action every clue rena uncovers indicates julian leader of one of the five clans is the destroyer but when she confronts julian the blue mating fire a phenomenon that hasn t been seen since the
banishment engulfs them both rena must make a choice kill the one destined to be her mate therefore sacrificing herself or protect her people before they re all turned to ash a completely new view of
dragons different from any other story i ve read liliana hart has created an intriguing world with strong characters that you want and need more of twists and turns everywhere

Kingdom of Fire and Ash 2023-09-01
from new york times bestselling author liliana hart comes an out of print book that has been revised and updated with new scenes and a new ending from fires to shootouts and car chases to bombs
this book has it all every sequence was written with the perfect amount of detail goodreads new orleans is a place of sultry music and shadowed streets a city where people go to get lost and leave their
troubles behind it s the city that care forgot ex fbi sniper shane quincy is just trying to survive one day to the next since his wife s death a death he blames himself for the last thing he needs is to have
the daughter of america s most infamous mob boss move into the apartment across the hall rachel valentine is on the run from the only family she s ever known when shane quincy saves her life she
has no choice but to tell him who she s running from even though she knows it ll make him the mob s next target
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The City That Care Forgot 2023-08-04
from new york times and usa today bestselling author liliana hart comes a new story in her mackenzie family series mia russo spent ten years working undercover entrenched in the dregs of society
before handing in her shield opening her own pawn shop is a piece of cake in comparison all she needs is the bad attitude she developed on the streets and the shotgun under her counter to keep law
and order until the day zeke mcbride walks into her shop zeke knows mia has every right not to trust him he was the one who chose the next op instead of her and all he can hope is that somewhere
under the snarl and cynicism is a woman who can forgive because whether she trusts him or not they re going to have to work together to bring down the gang that s decided mia is their next target
every 1001 dark nights novella is a standalone story for new readers it s an introduction to an author s world and for fans it s a bonus book in the author s series we hope you ll enjoy each one as much
as we do

The Promise of Surrender: A MacKenzie Family Novella 2016-03-14
general patton has nothing on scarlet holmes she s beautiful savvy and smart and if anyone can take down the nazi s single handedly it s her

Bouncing Betty 2021-03-23
fans of the new york times bestselling addison holmes mystery series will love this spin off featuring scarlet holmes and her adventures as a spy during world war ii scarlet holmes has a new mission
parachuting into enemy territory and delivering detonation devices to soe agents on the ground but her contact is a man who isn t swayed by her beauty and wit and she s sure he can t be trusted but
the mission isn t one that can be accomplished alone and scarlet learns sometimes it s better to trust the devil you know

Hand Grenade Helen 2021-06-22
fans of the new york times bestselling addison holmes mystery series will love the final installment of the scarlet chronicles featuring scarlet holmes and her days as a spy during world war ii scarlet
holmes and the love of her life are secretly married at the height of the war but wedded bliss is short lived when her husband is captured as a french spy and imprisoned at bergen belsen it s up to
scarlet and an unlikely group of war heroes women who devise a plan to liberate the camp and save hundreds of lives

Front Line Francis 2021-10-19
addison holmes is at it again when priceless russian gems are stolen on their way to savannah and the courier is murdered all the clues lead back to an escort service that seems above reproach but
looks can be deceiving throw in a sexy detective and a dangerous fbi agent and addison finds out very quickly that she s in way over her head but nothing is going to stop her from getting her man

Whiskey Sour 2012-06-16
addison holmes is a diamond in the rough though she s feeling more like a big lump of coal teaching history in whiskey bayou georgia isn t exactly the most exciting job until she finds her principal
dead in the parking lot of the seedy gentleman s club when addison finds herself out of a job she turns to her best friend kate who owns the mcclean detective agency addison is a natural at the job
living in a small town has given her all the skills she needs to spy on other people and pass silent judgment sometimes being nosy has its advantages when her principal s murder reveals more whiskey
bayou secrets than people are comfortable with the suspect list grows longer than addison s arm fortunately the detective in charge seems more than capable of finding the killer and driving her crazy
at the same time fans of stephanie plum are going to love addison holmes an entertaining fun read this book is hysterical it s a true comedy of errors a perfect summer read lighthearted and funny i
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haven t read a book this funny since the first few janet evanovich books a definite recommendation for everyone the addison holmes series whiskey rebellion whiskey sour whiskey for breakfast whiskey
you re the devil whiskey on the rocks whiskey tango foxtrot whiskey and gunpowder whiskey lullaby

Whiskey Rebellion 2012-02-19
it s the wild west or it might as well be cowboys longhorns and outlaw bikers still roam the land of the free but not all are brave hank davidson is retirement challenged apparently he s not good at
anything but being a cop but there s still one retirement dream he hasn t realized and he hopes hitting the open road on his monster v twin hog will help alleviate his boredom agatha harley needs
another hot case for her next novel and when rival outlaw motorcycle gangs show up in their small texas town she thinks it s a story made in heaven what better way to research than to go undercover
posing as hank s old lady but she soon discovers she s in a plot she might not be able to escape

Get Your Murder Running 2024-03-18
in the latest harley davidson mystery there s a new meaning to the twelve days of christmas hank and agatha stumble upon a serial killer who s rewriting santa claus s naughty and nice list by knocking
off big guys in red suits with beards hank isn t sure he believes this is a serial killer despite agatha s insistence he knows serial killers aren t as common as she d like them to be for her research maybe
deadline enthusiasm is making agatha see this as more than it is but agatha knows her way around bodies and the dead santa s have too much in common not to be connected her real world training as
a forensic anthropologist pays off as she matches wits with law enforcement s best and a deviant killer s worst

I Saw Mommy Killing Santa Claus 2024-03-18
romance in rusty gun texas has filled the air as agatha and hank gear up for their big day but when hank s sisters show up with a dead body in their van things get a little complicated the big question
is why mercenaries would be camped out in their sleepy town leaving a trail of bodies everywhere they go between hank s sisters and the mercenaries it s a toss up as to who is the most dangerous but
if anyone can solve a crime and plan a wedding it s hank and agatha from liliana hart the new york times bestselling author of the j j graves mystery series and her crime fighting husband comes a
scintillating new entry in the page turning harley and davidson mysteries fans of murder she wrote will love hank davidson and agatha harley

Curl up and Dye 2024-03-18
what could go wrong when agatha harley and her best friend heather cartwright decide to attend a billion dollar bash in the ritziest part of dallas texas a dallas oil tycoon who makes jr ewing look like a
boy scout seems to still burn a flame for his fifth ex wife unfortunately his independence day mega celebration ends with fireworks and his murder heather goes from belle of the ball to cell block
inmate before the last sparkler burns it s up to agatha and hank to prove heather s innocence 5

Malice and Wonderland 2022-03-07
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